


 Product Use and Care 

 1.  Introduc�on 

 Congratula�ons on receiving your new Sebba Shade!   

 ●  To avoid confusion, injury, and damages to Sebba Shade or your boat, please read this en�re product 
 manual prior to use.  

 ●  Warning  : Sebba Shade is huge, 12’-4” x 8’-4”.  It  wants to fly.  A light wind can push people into the water, 
 or it may simply fly away if not handled properly. 

 ●  Prac�ce using Sebba Shade on land before use on a boat. 

 ●  Do not a�empt to ‘get to know’ your product while out on the water. This may lead to disaster! 

 ●  Sharp objects can puncture Sebba Shade and cause instant defla�on. 

 ●  Watch the Sebba Shade videos at sebbashade.com and the Sebba Shade YouTube channel to get familiar 
 with the product. 

 ●  An informed Sebba Shade owner will be a happy Sebba Shade owner. Be smart! 

 2.  What’s in the Box - Product Contents 

 ●  (1) Sebba Shade Canopy 

 ●  (1) Backpack 

 ●  (8) 10”  Fabric Anchors  with one female plas�c 
 buckle 

 ●  (6)  Metal Anchors  , one end has a metal clip, 
 the other end with a female plas�c buckle 

 ●  (4) 2’ Middle Straps, each end with a male 
 plas�c buckle 

 ●  (2) 6’ Middle Straps, each end with a male 
 plas�c buckle 

 ●  (2) 10’ Middle Straps, each end with a male 
 plas�c buckle 

 ●  (1) Valve adapter and three rubber washers.  
 This valve adapter may be needed for 
 connec�on to a stand up board style pump 
 hose.  This adapter is not needed with 
 kiteboarding style pumps. 

 ●  (1) Repair kit 

 ●  Product use and warranty manual 



 3.  Sebba Shade Func�onality 

 3.1 Canopy 

 ●  The colored shade fabric provides UV 
 protec�on. 

 ●  The black perimeter tube and the two black 
 tube struts through the middle of the canopy 
 give Sebba Shade its shape.  When inflated 
 between  6.0 and 8.0 PSI  , these tubes are s�ff, 
 sturdy, and difficult to bend or fold. 

 ●  Inside the black tubes are three separate 
 inflatable bladders: one large bladder for the 
 en�re perimeter, and one short bladder for 
 each middle strut. Always protect the black 
 tubes and the inflatable bladders inside them. If 
 punctured, a patch repair will be necessary. 

 ●  The three separate bladders are connected by 
 two short rubber tubes as seen where the strut 
 meets the main tube near the infla�on valve. 
 These tubes allow the three bladders to inflate 
 with one infla�on valve. 

 ●  There are several zippers along the black tubes. 
 These should always remain closed and only 
 opened to access the internal inflatable 
 bladders for repairs.  If the zippers are 
 mistakenly le� open  during infla�on, the 
 internal bladder will expand out of the black 
 tube like a balloon and pop. 



 ●  The en�re infla�on valve can be rotated 
 counterclockwise for fast defla�on. Be 
 prepared to hear a loud “whoosh” as the 
 high-pressure air rushes out. 

 ●  Several fabric loops along the black tubes connect 
 to the Metal Anchors. 

 ●  The center of the colored canopy can be zipped open 
 in mul�ple direc�ons to allow T-Top gear to pass 
 through. Unzipping the center sec�on can also create 
 a ‘window’ if used ver�cally while the boat is in a 
 sta�onary posi�on. 



 3.2 Fabric Anchors + Middle Straps + Metal Anchors 

 Sebba Shade is secured to a boat by connec�ng Fabric Anchors + Middle Straps + Metal Anchors. 

 One full connec�on between the boat frame and Sebba Shade requires three separate parts: one Fabric Anchor 
 connected to one Middle Strap connected to one Metal Anchor. 

 Fabric Anchors (pictured below) connect to boat frame  Metal Anchors (pictured below) connect to canopy 

 Middle Straps of various lengths connect bewtween a Fabric Anchor and Metal Anchor 



 1.  Fabric Anchors are first secured to the boat frame. 
 Loop it around a tubular frame and pass the 
 buckle back through the loop.  Fabric Anchors can 
 remain in place while not using Sebba Shade. 

 2.  Metal Anchors are then clipped to any of the fabric loops on the Sebba Shade tubes. The other end of this 
 Metal Anchor has a female plas�c buckle. 

 3.  To complete a full connec�on, clip a Middle Strap between the Metal Anchor and the Fabric Anchor and 
 then �ghten. 

 ●  Middle Straps come in three lengths; choose the appropriate length for the connec�on. 

 ●  Not all the straps are always required, but  at least  four sets  of ‘Fabric Anchor + Middle Strap + Metal 
 Anchor’ should always be connected between the boat and Sebba Shade  when inflated  . 

 ●  The  2’ Middle Straps  are used most o�en on the T-top,  bimini, or arch frame. 

 ●  The  6’ Middle Straps  and 10’ Middle Straps  may be  needed in high wind condi�ons or while underway. 



 3.3 Infla�on Pump (sold separately) 

 ●  An infla�on pump is required to inflate Sebba Shade up to the  normal pressure of 6.5 PSI  (do not inflate 
 over 8.0 PSI, which will rupture the bladder). Sebba Shade’s infla�on valve is designed to connect to a 
 standard kiteboarding pump nozzle, shown here: 

 Sebba Shade Infla�on Valve:  Proper pump nozzle for Sebba Shade Valve: 

 There are many pump op�ons that can be purchased (not through Sebba Shade): 

 ●  Kiteboarding  pumps are best for Sebba Shade. Dual  ac�on or triple ac�on kiteboarding hand pumps with a 
 minimum capacity of 2.3 Liters are a good choice and will fully inflate Sebba Shade in about one minute. 

 ●  Stand Up Paddleboard  style dual ac�on or triple ac�on  hand pumps are like kiteboarding pumps; however, 
 they may require a nozzle adapter to connect to Sebba Shade. Provided with 
 your Sebba Shade purchase is a nozzle adapter to connect to a Stand Up 
 Paddleboard style pump hose. 

 ●  This nozzle adapter shown here comes with your purchase of Sebba Shade. 

 ●  Electric pumps  made specifically for kiteboarding,  stand up paddleboards, and blow-up kayaks require a 
 12V power receptacle on a boat or the use of alligator clips connected directly to the boat’s ba�ery. How 
 will you power your electric pump? 

 ●  The adjustable PSI se�ng on an electric pump should never be above 8.0 PSI. As a point of reference, stand 
 up paddleboards are inflated to about 15 PSI and can take 15 minutes to inflate.  Sebba Shade inflates to 6, 
 7, or 8.0 PSI in about two minutes. 



 4.  First Use - at Home 

 1.  Test Sebba Shade on a non-windy day. 

 2.  Choose an area at least 10 � by 14 �., such as a driveway. 

 3.  Remove all sharp objects that may come in contact with Sebba Shade. 

 4.  Unroll and inspect for any damage from shipping. 

 5.  Ensure all zippers on black tubes are closed (to avoid the internal bladder from expanding out like a balloon 
 and popping) 

 6.  First inflate to only  4.0  PSI  and then check for twists  or kinks in the black tubes.  If the black tubes inflate 
 evenly then there is no problem. 

 ●  If there appear to be kinks, ripples, twists, or uninflated areas in the bladders, do not inflate further. 
 Gently massage the tubes or open the zippers on the black tubes to remove the twist.  

 ●  Failure to check above may cause bladder blowouts due to shi�ing in transit. 
 ●  Ques�ons?  Call 727-955-4332. 

 1.  Next, inflate to  6.5 PSI  (8.0 MAXIMUM) to view the  full, sturdy shape of Sebba Shade. 

 2.  Never inflate over  8.0 PSI  .  The bladders will rupture,  and warranty may be voided. 

 3.  Always handle Sebba Shade  downwind  to avoid being  knocked over. 

 4.  Pick Sebba Shade up and move it around - get a feel for its weight and how the wind can li� it.  BE CAREFUL.  

 5.  Imagine how you will posi�on Sebba Shade on your own boat, on the water, in the wind. 

 6.  Unpack the straps and to get familiar with the Fabric Anchors, Middle Straps, and Metal Anchors. Think 
 ahead to determine how you will use them to connect Sebba Shade to your  specific  boat  . 

 5.  Sebba Shade on Boat, Checklist (do this every �me) 

 1.  Always have two people available to inflate Sebba Shade. 

 2.  Remove all sharp objects that may come in contact with Sebba Shade. Unroll and inspect. 

 3.  WARNING  : Always have at least one strap connec�on  between the boat frame and Sebba Shade. A light 
 wind can wreak havoc on an unsecured Sebba Shade, even when deflated - it may push people into the 
 water or it may simply fly away! 

 4.  WARNING  : At least four strap connec�ons should be  used at all �mes to secure Sebba Shade to boat  when 
 inflated  . 

 5.  Place the unrolled, deflated Sebba Shade into posi�on. For example, place it above the T-top.  Lower or 
 remove T-top gear or open the zippers on the center of the Sebba Shade canopy to allow T-top gear to pass 
 through. 

 6.  Choose appropriate sets of Fabric Anchors + Middle Straps + Metal Anchors. 



 7.  Place (4)  Fabric Anchors  on your boat (for example,  high on the T-Top frame, on all four corners). 

 8.  Connect the  Metal Anchors  to the fabric loops on the  Sebba Shade tubes in desired loca�ons. Symmetrical 
 placements are ideal. 

 9.  Choose a  Middle Strap  of appropriate length and connect  one end to the Metal Anchor on the deflated 
 Sebba Shade and the other end to the Fabric Anchor on the boat frame. 

 10.  WARNING  : Always be aware of the wind direc�on and  posi�on yourself and passengers upwind from Sebba 
 shade.  

 11.  First inflate Sebba Shade to  4.0 PSI  , then stop and  inspect. 

 12.  Check how Sebba Shade is infla�ng.  As it inflates, it may get caught on rod holders, antennae, radar, poles, 
 etc. An obstruc�on may cause stress on the bladder and could cause it to rupture. 

 13.  Ensure nothing will prevent it from easily taking its rectangular shape. 

 14.  If everything looks good, then inflate to 6, 7, or 8.0 PSI. 

 6.  Reposi�oning Sebba Shade on Boat 

 1.  To move Sebba Shade into a different posi�on, stop the boat and have at least two people ready to help. 

 2.  Ensure at least one full strap connec�on is always a�ached to Sebba Shade and boat (so that it doesn’t blow 
 away). 



 3.  Before moving it, deflate Sebba Shade. 

 4.  Reposi�on into desired loca�on. 

 5.  Choose appropriate sets of Fabric Anchors + Metal Anchors + and Middle Straps. 

 6.  First inflate to  4.0 PSI,  carefully watching for and  removing any obstruc�ons. 

 7.  If everything looks good, inflate to 6, 7, or 8.0 PSI. 

 7.  Using Underway (while boat is in mo�on) 

 1.  WARNING: Sebba Shade should only be used ‘underway’ when it is in the ‘Standard Posi�on’: 

 1.  Standard Posi�on (shown above) = res�ng above the cockpit, the longer side is perpendicular to the length 
 of the boat.   

 2.  In this posi�on, Sebba Shade will equally hang over the port and starboard sides, such that there are 360 
 degrees of unobstructed views.   

 3.  Never move/operate a boat if Sebba Shade is obstruc�ng the captain’s view, in any direc�on. 

 4.  Sebba Shade is safe up to 45 mph. If too windy, do not use Sebba Shade underway - use common sense. 



 5.  Opera�ng your boat while underway requires six full strap connec�ons shown here: 

 (2) 2’ straps to secure to T-Top, Arch, or bimini frame. 
 (2) 6’ straps to stern or bow cleats 
 (2) 10’ straps to stern or bow cleats 

 8.  Cleaning and Packing 

 1.  To deflate, rotate the base of the infla�on valve counterclockwise to release the air. BE PREPARED FOR A 
 LOUD WHOOSH while the air rushes out. 

 2.  Always let Sebba Shade air dry before rolling up and storing. 

 3.  Packing Sebba Shade when wet could cause color transfer. 

 9.  Repairs 

 9.1 Bladder Repair 

 1.  If the bladder inside the black tube is punctured, it can instantly be patched with the clear s�ck-on repair 
 tape. Cut patch to size with scissors allowing for the patch size to extend 1” beyond all edges of the tear. 

 2.  If addi�onal patch repair tape is required, purchase TEAR-AID Type A Fabric Repair - see thru patches. 

 3.  Locate the tear by infla�ng Sebba Shade (look for a hole in black tube, or listen for air coming out, or spray 
 with soapy water and look for bubbles, etc.) * 



 4.  Unzip the closest zipper on the black tube, pull out bladder, find hole, and patch it. 

 5.  Watch our repair videos on YouTube or contact us through our website for help. 

 9.2 Black Tube Repair 

 1.  If the black tube has a tear, use the black repair tape to patch it. 

 2.  Watch our repair videos on YouTube or contact us through our website for help. 

 9.3 Other repairs 

 1.  If other repairs are required it, contact us through our website. 

 *  WARNING  : If the bladder  ruptures  outwards and  explodes  through the exterior black tube, crea�ng large tears, 
 this is a “  blowout  ”.  A blowout is the result of over-infla�on  and misuse.  Remember, never inflate above 8.0 PSI. 
 Product warranty does not cover blowouts. 


